


Welcome to the world of Puro - the wall paint that brings 
elegance and luxury to your home. This exclusive paint 
has been developed to give your walls a breathtaking 
satin sheen while creating a unique and sophisticated 
atmosphere. 
 
Our team of experts have carefully created each shade 
of Puro to provide the perfect colour choice. Whether 
you‘re building a new home or planning a renovation, 
our wall paint will make any room shine. 
 
Thanks to Puro‘s high quality bases and pigments, every 
wall in your home will have a smooth, durable and per-
fect looking finish. With a range of trendy and timeless 
colours, you can be sure that your walls will always be 
up to date. 
 
Discover the beauty of Puro and give your home the 
perfect shine.

Pure inspiration 
in every shade 

by Puro.



    Cloth mat, exclusive wall paint 
for the interiors

    Elegant, high-quality colour 
palette with over 150 colours 
for individual living

    High-quality colour pigments 
for maximum coverage

    Easy to apply

    Low spattering

    High colour intensity

    Scrub resistant according to 
DIN EN 13300, Class 2



Experience the richness of elegant colours ...and discover 150 stunning nuances from Puro.
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c3000

c3005 c3006 c3007 c3008 c3009

c3010 c3011 c3012 c3013

c3001 c3002 c3003 c3004

c4005 c4006 c4007 c4008 c4009

c4010 c4011 c4012 c5000

c4000 c4001 c4002 c4003 c4004



c5001 c5002 c5003 c5004 c5005

c6000 c6001 c6002 c6003 c6004 c7005 c7006 c7007 c7008 c7009

c6005 c6006 c6007 c6008 c6009 c7010 c7011 c7012 c7013 c7014

c7000 c7001 c7002 c7003 c7004



c7015 c7016 c7017 c7018 c7019 c8000 c8001 c8002 c8003 c8004

c7020 c7021 c7022 c7023 c7024

c7025 c7026 c7027 c7028 c7029

c8005 c8006 c8007 c8008 c8009

c8010 c8011 c8012 c8013 c8014



c9005 c9006 c9007 c9008 c9009

c9000 c9001 c9002 c9003 c9004

c9010 c9011 c9012 c9013 c9014



Puro wall paint offers an impressive range of 150 
different colours to transform your living space 
into an exclusive oasis. Whether you‘re looking 
for a bold colour choice for an eye-catching look 
or prefer a more subtle shade for an elegant 
ambience, our range offers the perfect option for 
everyone. 
 
All of our colours are mixed with the utmost care 
and precision to ensure that each colour offers 
the perfect balance of intensity and subtlety.  
 
Choose your colour from our stunning selection 
and let your creativity run wild. 
Experience the luxury of Puro.

Container sizes
1,0 L
2,5 L
5,0 L



contact@as-creation.de
www.as-creation.com


